The Babe endorsed Draper Maynard gloves, specifically the G41, from 1921 to 1927. He didn't only endorse them, he
actually used white G41's during the most productive years of his career. The G41 model is one of the most desirable
models in the hobby. The signature stamping on this example is strong. Supple leather throughout and a near perfect
lining is as good as it gets. It feels great on the hand. Furthermore, both the D&M button and the Lucky Dog patch are in
outstanding condition. This is a tough and desirable glove in any condition and this is one the nicer
examples……………………………….………………………………………………………………………………$4,500

c. 1914 Heinie Wagner Stall & Dean 0953
This is an incredibly rare glove. It’s the only Wagner model cataloged. This one is in fantastic shape with the lining and
piping expertly redone. It features strip webs between all the fingers and an immaculate Stall & Dean cloth tag. One
strip web between the pinky and ring finger is disconnected. It was one of Stall & Dean’s highest quality models in
1914. Truly a wonderful glove……...…………………………………………………………………….…......…..$2,200

Early 1900’s Spalding Crescent Basemitt
This is an early 1900’s Spalding crescent basemitt. This high quality model features rolled leather piping. It has the early
black Spalding tag. The buckle is all original and is factory fastened by rivets. The inside lining has no holes. It has no
ink or seam separations but the pocket exhibits minor flaking. Although no stampings are visible, it matches most closely
to the BX or CX models because the other models feature a thumb seam on the face. The BX and CX do not. It’s in all
original used but not abused condition. This is a fine example of a high end early mitt………………….....….……….$650

1920’s Tris Speaker Stall & Dean 0945 Speed Model
A 1” black sewn web Stall & Dean Tris Speaker Speed 0945 model with amazingly strong palm stampings. Featuring the
Tris Speaker signature and his likeness, the stampings remain remarkably clean and clear for a Speed model. Stall & Dean’s
leather for these is butter-soft and the impact of the ball striking the palm quickly reduced the markings to smooth leather,
making this a very rare find in this condition. Measuring 9” x 9”, this glove is beautiful inside and out, with a fully intact,
smooth lining through the finger stalls, and an excellent Stall & Dean cloth patch. For the HOF endorsement collector, it
doesn’t get much better. This is one of if not the finest Speaker examples known to the hobby, and sits among the finest
quality stampings of any rare player endorsed gloves………..………………………………….………...……………$1,750
$1750

1910’s/20’s Eddie Collins 1 Inch Web
This is an earlier Eddie Collins 1” web. Most Collins models are mid to late 1920’s. This is the second best Collins
model in my opinion behind the white Reach full web. As far as the collectability of pre-war HOF’s go, there are the top
five (Cobb, Ruth, Matty, Johnson & Wagner) and then the next two, the Speaker and the Collins. This one is soft inside
and out and displays just fine. The endorsement stamp is quite legible. The inner lining has its flaws however. The
lining at the heel is worn and a bit separated at the base as seen in the fourth picture. It has a seam separation on the top
of the thumb crotch. This is an overall very decent example of a highly desirable pre-war HOF and affordable as far as
endorsed 1” webs are concerned…………………………………………………..……………………………………$395

Late 19th Century Webless Crescent Glove
Nice example of a 19th century webless crescent glove that displays well. Professionally restored lining and binding as
well as some repair of the leather on the front pinky heel. This adult-sized model has supple leather and displays well
with a great patina. There is no visible identification as to its manufacturer..……………………….……………$2,500

Late 1900’s/Early 1900’s Webless Crescent Glove
This is a generic webless, crescent padded glove with no visible manufacturer markings. The glove measures 8.5" tall
and 8" wide. It has some writing on the back in ink (Malek). Interior is felt or asbestos lined with no holes. The
exterior is in excellent condition but does have some rust colored stains on the fingers…………………………….$2,200

Late 1890’s A.J. Reach Webless Glove
This is a rare 1890's A.J. Reach webless glove. Originally white leather, the glove has now aged to a light grey color. The glove is
of high quality, sturdy construction and is in fantastic original condition, one of the finest examples out there. The exterior leather is
soft and supple and retains much of its factory form. The fully lined wool interior is flawless as is the rolled leather binding. The
Reach cloth patch is pristine. Some markings on the face indicate this may be model 0. It is a full size glove for its day at 9 1/4"
tall and 8 1/2" wide. An adult hand fits easily inside for a great on hand feel.......……………………………..……………..…$5,600

“Professional players prefer to grease their gloves themselves and do it
by opening the gloves up and greasing the pockets only on the inside.
Greasing the entire glove, they say, adds to the weight due to the
absorption of the grease by the pad and is unnecessary in that the
pocket only benefits by greasing.”
“Wilson Ever Greased Rite gloves and mitts are built with a
rubberized covering over the palm side of the pad at the heel,
preventing the grease from the pocket being absorbed in the heel
padding.”

1933-35 Wilson-Western Ever Greased Rite 654 Zipper Heel
This is an incredibly rare model and is pretty cool to boot. Produced for just three years from 1933 to 35, the Ever
Greased Rite model zipper heel was designed to grease the glove from the inside with Vaseline. All the stampings are
visible. The inner lining is fantastic and feels great on the hand. This high quality model has no flaws to note. Only one
other Ever Greased Rite glove and one catchers mitt cataloged…………………….………………..……...………....$900

Early 1900’s A.J. Reach Crescent Glove
Nice example of an early 20th century crescent glove in fantastic condition. It’s a high quality adult glove measuring
9.5” tall by 8.5” wide. It has supple leather on the exterior, a flawless asbestos lined interior and a nice A.J. Reach tag.
This glove has no real flaws to note. Nice glove…………………………………….........………….……………$1,400

c. 1900 Folk Art Mitt
A turn of the century folk art mitt in stellar original condition. The different types of leather used and the variety of
thread, twine and shoelace is really fascinating. The ingenuity and painstaking hand sewn craftsmanship is equally
amazing. The leather is still soft and supple, just like going back in a time machine. The forming of the rudimentary
pocket and integrated thumb to body is really cool. Although the mitt measures a decent size at 9" tall and 8" wide,
because of the construction method, the hand opening is so narrow that you can't fit your hand inside…………….$375

1910’s Spalding King Patent Full Web
This is a Spalding King Patent. However, this one has one of the more difficult full webs. I have only cataloged one
other Spalding full web. The original design for this model was patented in 1910 by Charles King. The exterior
leather is fine and supple but the interior has one hole visible in the center. The finger tunnels up inside are fine. It
actually feels fine when on the hand. It measures 9 ½” tall by 8” wide. This early model features a red and white
Spalding tag. Not perfect, but not a bad example of this tougher full web King Patent model….....................……..$395

1920’s Matsuzakaya Win King Patent
This is a Japanese 1920's Matsuzakaya Win King Patent glove. It’s stamped Win Glove on the front. It’s an early
import. It’s a nicely constructed glove with rolled leather piping and a manufacturer’s tag on the wrist strap. The
stampings are all visible as well. The lining is fine and feels nice on the hand although it’s a bit snug. It’s all original
and has never been cleaned or conditioned. It measures about 9 ¾” tall and 9” wide. I have seen two or three different
Japanese King Patent manufacturers. This is a nice example of a different King Patent…….……………………...$395

Pair of 1910’s Goldsmith Full Webs With Celluloid Buttons
What is unique about these gloves are the matching celluloid button closures on the wrist straps. Both Goldsmith tags
are in fair shape. The exterior leather on the right handed glove is in excellent condition, however there is a hole in the
thumb finger slot. The full web is firmly attached. The leather on the lefty is in very good condition with the exception
of the owner’s name burned neatly on the back. The full web is firmly attached. The interior leather is in excellent
condition. Sold as a set………………………………………………………………………………………………...$750

c. 1912 Ratsch Peerless Duk Fut D300T (Duck Web) Glove
This duck web glove was affectionately referred to by “Mr. Bulldog” as the one with its wings clipped. It’s missing the
webs between the fingers but still retains the highly desirable Ratsch Peerless celluloid button. It’s a high quality model
with rolled leather piping. The lining isn’t perfect but not bad either.……………………………….…….....……....$2,500

Late 1890’s/Early 1900’s Laced Back Catchers Mitt
This is an early hook & eye back or laced back catchers mitt in truly beautiful condition. It’s a mid-sized model but an
adult hand fits in it just fine and the lining is absolutely perfect with a nice feel. This laceless perimeter model shows
little use and the only real flaw is the missing hook or eyelet on the back for the lace to cinch. The web lace has been
replaced. Obtained from the late Glenn Davis collection in the 90’s..………………………………………………...$350

Early 1900 ‘s Victor Crescent Catchers Mitt
This is an early turn of the century Victor crescent padded catchers mitt with a lot of great features. It has a reinforced
palm, laced heel, and hook & eye back. However, the most unique feature is the double buckles on each side of the
web. This feature and the laced heel were Victor patented designs of the mid 1890's. This is a large adult sized mitt.
The leather exhibits minor flaking just a bit off the thumb area. It’s a solid mitt all-around and a top of the line model
with all the upgrades………..................................................................................................................................…$1,000

c. 1922-30 Bill Doak Rawlings Original
This is one of the most important glove models of all time. Bill Doak went to Rawlings in 1922 to make
improvements in glove design more for function than for protection. It was revolutionary in its design. We in the
hobby refer to this one as the “Doak Original” and this model was made until 1930. This example has no equal in the
hobby. It’s pristine and looks like it never caught a ball. It features perfect Bill Doak and Rawlings tags on the wrist
strap, a Rawlings incised button and a near perfect white lining………………………………………………...…$2,500

c. 1933-34 Bill Doak Rawlings 3F
Produced for only two years, 1933 and ‘34, this is the first generation of the Doak three finger. Its successor was the
H3. This is a nice example featuring the older Rawlings tag. It has been expertly relined and repiped. The stampings
are faint. You can make out the Bill Doak endorsement but you can’t make out the model number. It’s a high quality
big adult model………....…………………………………………………………………………………...……...…$700

c. 1935-41 Bill Doak Rawlings H3
Produced from 1935-41, this is the second generation of the Doak three finger. Its predecessor was the 3F. Not a lot
of Doak 3’s have turned up over the years. This is a fine example featuring both the Bill Doak and Rawlings tags. It’s
a high quality big adult model with leather piping and is in all original condition…..………………………….…$1,200

1930’s Lou Gehrig Vim Basemitt
This is a 30’s Lou Gehrig Basemitt. It’s very well made. The leather inside and out is in excellent condition. The
Gehrig endorsement is very strong and the mitt shows little overall use………………...…………………...………..$650

1930-33 Lou Gehrig Ken Wel 632 Zipper Back Basemitt
The leather inside and out is in excellent condition. The zipper is in excellent working condition. It features a beautiful
Ken Wel tag. The endorsement signature jumps out. This is a very rare example of one of the most desirable
gloves/mitts in the hobby…………………………………………………………………..…………………………$9,300

